CONFIDENTIAL PERSONNEL MATTER
To:

Mz. Cindy Frazee, Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources

From:

Donn Boyd
December 13, 2017

Date:
Re:

Response to May 2017 St~dent Allegations of Misconduct

Dear Ms. Frazee:
On 12/7/17 I received a packet in the mail with letter from Tina Douglas and
enclosures A through F. The enclosures have been numbered DB001 - 06029 for
reference.
Of these 29 pages of documents, I had only ever seen two as of 11/27/17: 06005 (a
letter to me from Principal Bjorn Paige) and DB007 (my rebuttal to him) both put into
my file in May 2017. On 11/28/17, I was provided DB009 (Bjorn's response to my
rebuttal written to Terrie Norton on 5/22/17) by Tim Staycer, SOFA president. Until
that time, I did not know that document existed nor was in my Personnel File. I was
unaware any of the other materials in the packet existed until I received them on
12/7/17.
The following responds to these just-disclosed documents and the allegations in them,
and I object to their being disclosed to the Voice of San Diego.
DB009 summarizes statements made by four different students. Their full statements
are included in the enclosures so I will comment on each one as it appears. While I
have a pretty good idea who the students are, I will not name them and instead refer
to them as students A, B, C, and D. The summaries of their statements are
paragraphs 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively in DB 009-10.
I wish that Bjorn had shared with me all the statements he'd evidently gathered
about me last Spring when he had them and the events were fresher in my mind.
also think it's unfair that materials were placed in my personnel file without my
knowledge. I also believe the situation I now find myself in could have been avoided
had the administration made full disclosure.
DB012-014 are also summaries of student statements which include statements by
students A, 6, C, and D. I will comment on their full statements which appear later in
the packet.
DB016 contains statements from a student in my
class last Spring. I had this
'in Fall '13 and
in Fall'14. I recall asking her about her club
student for
soccer team. I coach soccer for SDA and take an interest in all the players here at our
school. This student is one of the seniors who was caught cheating on a
test and
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at exactly the same time as her friend student A drops my
allegations against me.

class and makes

DB029 contains statements made by student A. She claims I started rubbing her bare
shoulders. Not true. She was over by her friends (out of her seat, not ready to start
class). I called her name twice with no response. As she was facing away from me, I
placed my hands on the outside of her shoulders to get her attention and redirected
her torso I shoulders to her seat. My hands were in contact with the sleeves of her
sweater for less than a few seconds. To characterize that event as "rubbing" or a
"massage" is a gross mischaracterization. Student A also dropped my
class. I
had taken her smartphone away several times. She was quite frustrated each time.
Student A had been in my
class in Spring '15.
DB013 , bottom paragraph. This student had been in my
class in Spring '17. She
dropped. She was failing when she dropped. I do not seat girls in the front row
deliberately. I use a random number generator to make my seating charts. Most of
my students are aware of that fact and I'm sure many can verify it. My comments
were not exactly as described. I would occasionally make the statement "I know
you've seen this. It was covered in
and you had to have passed
to be in this
class".
In conclusion, I want to acknowledge that I understand allegations of this nature are
serious and must be thoroughly investigated. I admit that I have touched students,
both male and female on discrete occasions exemplified above, throughout my career.
In each and every case, my actions and their motivations were purposefully driven to
re-direct, comfort, or sometimes celebrate with students. I recognize now how a few
occasions could make students feel uncomfortable, and for that I am deeply regretful.
That was never my intention. I very much wish that the administration had shared
their concerns fully with me. Had I known last Spring what I know now I would have
not have touched any student except to protect them and/or myself.
This ordeal has taken a toll on me. It is incredibly stressful. I wish I could apologize
personally to each student that I made to feel uncomfortable. I also would like them
to know that my intentions were as stated just above, not prurient. . I have devoted
my life to teaching and coaching because I care about kids and their education. I
have positively impacted many lives and that is rewarding feeling. I fully understand
that I cannot continue to touch students as I have, regardless of my intentions. I hope
I get the opportunity to finish my career in a positive way.

Donn Boyd
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